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Irregularity, paradigmatic layers, and the complexity of inflection class systems:
A study of Russian nouns*
Jeff Parker
Brigham Young University

Andrea D. Sims
The Ohio State University

Abstract: The complexity of an inflection class system is the average extent to which elements
in the system inhibit motivated inferences about the realization of lexemes’ paradigm cells.
Research shows that systems tend to exhibit relatively low complexity in this sense. However,
representations of inflectional systems tend to include only affixal and regular patterns, leaving
questions about how irregular patterns and non-affixal ‘layers’ of inflectional exponence affect
the complexity of a system. We address these questions by exploring four layers of inflectional
exponence of Russian nouns, including irregular patterns within each layer. Our data show that
the Russian noun system exhibits relatively low complexity even when irregular and non-affixal
exponence are included in it. The implicative structure of the system and the uneven distribution
of lexemes across classes mitigate the uncertainty associated with irregular and non-affixal
exponence. We also find that irregularity in some layers of exponence increases the complexity
of the system, but in others it does not. This finding is consistent with the conclusion that the
complexity of the whole system is not merely the sum of the complexity of its parts. Low
systemic complexity in inflectional systems is, thus, an emergent property that may extend to
inflectional patterns regardless of whether they are affixal and/or regular.

1. Introduction
The extent to which morphological patterns are included in analyses of inflection class systems
tends to be strongly influenced by what is considered to be a ‘regular’ or ‘irregular’ pattern in a
language. The number of classes and their definitional properties reflect the assumptions and
analytical choices of the investigator. Two such choices are particularly notable. First, patterns
that are reflected in few lexemes or unproductive tend to be labeled as ‘irregular’ and considered
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to be outside of the system. Second, where inflectional properties are correlated with both affixal
and non-affixal exponence (e.g. stress, stem alternations), the affix tends to be treated
descriptively and theoretically as the exponent of the properties, with non-affixal marking often
treated as a kind of irregularity, or simply ignored. Some approaches explicitly choose to focus
only on regular affixal patterns (e.g. Cameron-Faulkner & Carstairs-McCarthy (2000)). Others
handle stem alternations as phonological readjustments, denying them status as exponents of
morphosyntactic properties; see Halle (1994) for this idea as applied to Russian nouns. Even
within the Word and Paradigm framework, which explicitly rejects the classical notion of the
morpheme as a bundling of (affixal) form and meaning (see Stump (2001: Chapter 1) for an
overview of arguments), linguists sometimes ignore non-affixal dimensions in their analyses as a
practical matter, showing how deeply ingrained the privileged status of affixal patterns is in
linguistics. For example, in their study of inflection class system complexity, Ackerman and
Malouf (2013: 434f) acknowledge that the description of Greek nominal inflection they adopt
abstracts away from ‘many relevant complexities,’ including inflectional stress.1 (So does their
description of Russian nominal inflection.)
In this paper we explore the role that irregularity and non-affixal exponence play in the
complexity of inflection class systems. Recent typological studies of inflection class complexity
have focused on the implicative structuring of inflection classes and the extent to which this
structure is informative about the exponence of inflected forms (Ackerman et al. 2009;
Ackerman & Malouf 2013; Stump & Finkel 2013; Bonami & Beniamine 2015; Sims 2015; Sims
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As another example, even PARSLI (PARadigm Shape and Lexicon Interface) which is designed to explicitly

represent non-canonical inflectional properties like stem change, defectiveness, overabundance, etc., does not
include non-segmental information like stress as a possible deviation from canonicity (Walther 2017).
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& Parker 2016; Blevins et al. 2017). This is reflected in the way that Stump and Finkel (2013)
define the complexity of an inflection class system as “…the extent to which the system inhibits
motivated inferences about a lexeme’s full paradigm of realized cells from subsets of its cells”
(Stump and Finkel (2013:55), emphasis ours). Throughout this paper we will assume a similar
definition; see (1).

(1)

Complexity of an inflection class system: the average extent to which the system inhibits
motivated inferences about the realized form of a lexeme, given one or more other
realized forms of the same lexeme.

We make this notion more precise and operationalize it as average conditional entropy in §5
below.
Implicative definitions of complexity as in (1) represent a step in the direction of crosslinguistic comparison based on the internal structuring of inflectional systems, rather than
measures like the number of inflection classes or the size of paradigms.2 The former is what
Ackerman and Malouf (2013) call ‘Integrative’ complexity; the latter they call ‘Enumerative’
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For a distinct but somewhat related notion, see the discussion of ‘relative’ and ‘absolute’ measures of complexity

in Miestamo (2008) and inter alia. Miestamo’s discussion of relative approaches focuses on psycholinguistic and
acquisition oriented approaches/evidence. While our information-theoretic measures are not psycholinguistic in
nature, they (and their use in previous work, e.g. Ackerman et al. (2009)) could be classified as relative in terms of
their focus on the potential “cost and difficulty to language users” (Miestamo 2008:24).
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complexity. Integrative complexity measures represent a productive development to the extent
that they better reflect the ways in which inflectional systems pose challenges for speakers.3
At the same time, the fact that much previous work has been based on descriptions of
inflectional systems that include only affixes, and sometimes only the most regular patterns,
leaves it unclear whether claims about limits on inflection class complexity (e.g. the Low
(Conditional) Entropy Conjecture, Ackerman & Malouf (2013)) apply to all inflectional patterns
in a language or only those that are most regular. More generally, it raises questions about how
patterns that are typically excluded from consideration interact with other elements in the system,
and the role they play in determining the complexity of inflection class systems. Brown and
Hippisley (2012) are a notable exception to this tendency to focus just on affixal exponence. We
follow them in using the term ‘paradigmatic layers’ (2012:71) of exponence (or just ‘layers’ for
short) for dimensions of inflectional form (e.g. stress, suffixes, stem alternations) that have their
own, independent distributions but which jointly realize the inflectional information of a word.
We use Russian nouns to investigate these issues. We consider how patterns that are
often excluded from consideration affect the complexity of the system and how they are
integrated into the implicative structure of the system. The core questions that we ask are: How
do interactions between component parts of the Russian nominal inflection class system shape
the complexity of that system as a whole? In particular, are less-regular and non-affixal layers of
exponence disruptive to an inflectional system, disproportionately increasing its complexity? Or
alternatively, is their disruptive potential mitigated by the way elements in the system interact?
Little work has compared implicative structuring within subcomponents of the lexicon – an issue
3
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predictability of individual forms, rather than the lexeme’s class membership (i.e. its entire paradigm of forms).
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that is potentially important for understanding the internal structuring of inflectional systems. By
looking at the inflectional structure of Russian nouns in this way, we aim to promote a fuller
understanding of how inflectional organization determines the complexity of inflection class
systems. We do not assume that every language is alike, or that Russian is representative. But we
use Russian as a way to explore and illustrate the issues involved.
2. Regularity, paradigmatic layers, and inflection classes
We focus on irregularity and non-affixal layers of exponence because the representation of a
system can affect the assessment of its complexity. For example, Sagot and Walther (2011)
compare four descriptions of French verbs. The descriptions range from a system with many
classes and no lexically specified stem allomorphy (139 classes) to lexically specifying all stem
allomorphy (1 inflection class), with two other descriptions that split the burden of explanation
between the inflection class system and lexical specification. As they observe (p. 42), it makes
little sense to evaluate an inflectional system based only on the morphological description and
not what is lexically specified, since a morphological description can always be made simpler by
positing more lexical specification. They thus evaluate the analyses in terms of description
length, including both the morphological description and lexically specified information.
Equating the degree of complexity of the system with the length of its description, they show that
the complexity of the different analyses differ significantly; a description with 20 classes and up
to 12 lexically specified suppletive stems for some lexemes results in the shortest length.4 The
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point here is that degree of complexity is a property of a particular description of French verbs.5
This makes it particularly important to examine and justify the description itself.
Stump and Finkel (2015) make a similar point along a different dimension of description.
They contrast two potential representations of the same set of English verbs, one based on
acoustics alone (what they call ‘hearer-oriented’) and one based on structure known to a speaker
that does not surface in the production of forms (‘speaker-oriented’). For example, the
exponence of the past participle(s) of MEAN and SEND are identical in a hearer-oriented
representation, i.e. /ɛnt/, but a speaker knows that they contain different structure, i.e., /ɛn-t/ vs. /
ɛnd-t/. Stump and Finkel show that the two representations exhibit differences in their
complexity based on various information-theoretic and set-theoretic measures. (See also Bonami
(2013) for similar issues with French verbs.)
Finally, Cotterell (2018) note that the information-theoretic measure used in, e.g.,
Ackerman and Malouf (2013), is highly sensitive to the particular descriptive analysis that is
made of an inflectional system. They propose an alternative measure of Integrative complexity in
terms of joint entropy – a calculation based on the joint distribution over all cells, with

5
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shorter length (i.e. of less complexity in their sense) are more adequate. However, it is not obvious to us that for a
given inflectional system, the description with the shortest description length should be taken to be the most
adequate one. This is a question of the evaluation metric. For instance, see Derwing (1990) for arguments against
evaluation metrics based on economy of storage (incl. minimum description length) and for metrics based on
economy of processing speed. It is not a foregone conclusion that a description that is most cognitively realistic will
be the description with the lowest estimated complexity in terms of either description length or the implicative
notion outlined in (1) above. This is a question for investigation, but beyond the scope of the present work.
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complexity defined as the entropy of the distribution.6 However, even if joint entropy is less
sensitive to the representation of the system, this does not eliminate the need to investigate how
analytic assumptions about that representation affect calculations of the complexity of inflection
class systems.
These studies highlight how the description of a system can affect calculations of its
complexity. Given that inclusion or exclusion of irregularity and non-affixal exponence can
substantially change the description of an inflection class system, we should ask in what ways
they affect the complexity of that system. It is beyond the scope of this paper to argue for one
particular representation of Russian nouns as being more adequate than another. But roughly
similarly to the approach of Sagot and Walther, we explore the effect of different descriptions of
the Russian nominal inflection class system for estimates of its complexity.7
2.1. Regularity and inflection classes
It has long been known that high type frequency inflection classes create analogical pressure on
irregular patterns. When irregular patterns resist regularization, the most common argument for
their persistence despite analogical pressure is that they are lexically stored, leaving them
6

Cotterell et al.’s work was presented at the Society for Computation in Linguistics just as we were completing final

revisions to this paper, so we have not yet had the opportunity to apply their joint entropy metric to our data, nor to
explore whether it produces estimates of system complexity that are less dependent on the particular descriptive
analysis that is made of an inflectional system. However, we see this as a promising avenue for investigation.
7
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about what inflectional information is part of the grammatical system, and what is lexically specified. However, like
them, we include both regular, productive forms, and also ones that analyses might treat as lexically specified. And
of course, the papers are similar in investigating how different analytic assumptions affect assessments of the
complexity of the Russian nominal inflection class system.
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relatively impervious to regularization. The typically high token frequency of such lexemes also
makes lexical specification psycholinguistically plausible. This and other evidence of lexical
storage is sometimes taken as a basis for treating irregulars as falling outside of the grammatical
system – in this case, the inflectional system.
However, a categorical division into regular and irregular types has long been recognized
as problematic. First, the scope of a form’s irregularity can range from having an exponent
associated with a different class to having a fully suppletive form. The extent to which a lexeme
is irregular can also range from a single cell to the majority of the paradigm. (See Corbett et al.
(2001) for examples from Russian.) Aside from the most extreme cases of suppletion, irregular
lexemes exhibit irregularity in only a subset of their paradigms’ cells. And even in suppletion,
stem distributions are often shared with regular patterns (Aski 1995; Bonami & Boyé 2002;
Hippisley et al. 2004; Boyé & Cabredo Hofherr 2006). Thus, even the most irregular lexemes
frequently overlap with regular ones and tend to exhibit at least some degree of systematicity
(Brown & Hippisley 2012). In fact, Brown and Hippisley argue that “… there is no hard-and-fast
contrast between rules and lexical specification. Rather, we must make a distinction between the
rule on the one hand and how the lexeme accesses that rule” (80). In their theory, Network
Morphology, rules are information held at nodes in an inheritance hierarchy. This information is
inherited ultimately by individual lexemes, defining their patterns of inflectional exponence.
However, lexemes may inherit information by default or by direct specification of the node from
which the lexeme should inherit. This means that within their theory, regularity is defined in
terms of how a lexeme accesses a rule, and a single rule may represent regularity in some
lexemes and irregularity in others.

8

Second, speakers draw on their knowledge of irregular patterns when generalizing to new
lexemes (Bybee & Slobin 1982; Albright & Hayes 2002, 2003). Words that are traditionally
categorized as irregular play a crucial role in predicting how speakers generalize morphological
patterns to new words. Irregular inflectional patterns can be more reliable in certain contexts
(e.g., phonological neighborhoods) than more regular patterns. Correspondingly, inflectional
patterns that are highly irregular can be extended. The athematic 1SG marker -m in Common
Slavic spread from just a handful of verbs to become the dominant 1SG marker in some West and
South Slavic languages (Janda 1994). Thus, even highly irregular patterns can exhibit a degree of
productivity.
Third, it is now generally accepted that both irregularly and regularly inflected words are
stored in the mental lexicon and leave traces in memory (Alegre & Gordon 1999; Baayen 2007
inter alia). Baayen, Wurm and Aycock (2007), among many others, find a surface frequency
effect for regularly inflected words in a lexical decision task even with low frequency lexemes.
Starting with Taft (1979), such a frequency effect has been widely interpreted as reflecting direct
lexical storage of the forms, rather than storage via component morphemes.8 Thus, showing that
irregulars are subject to lexical storage is not a sufficient basis on which to argue that irregular
items are not part of the system of inflectional patterns.
8
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frequency effects. Models with different primitive assumptions about representational structure also interpret surface
frequency effects somewhat differently, e.g. connectionist models (Daugherty & Seidenberg 1994) and
discriminative learning models (Baayen et al. 2011). However, the important thing in the present context is that none
of these models posit that irregular and regular inflected forms are processed and stored in the mental lexicon in
categorically different ways (an idea put forward most famously by Prasada and Pinker (1993) and advocated for
from a neurolinguistic perspective by Ullman (2001; 2004), but now widely rejected).
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Evidence of this sort blurs the binary classification of inflectional patterns into ‘regular’
and ‘irregular’ types and undermines any concomitant claim that there is a categorical distinction
between patterns generated by the inflectional rule system (and thus appropriately described in
terms of inflection classes) and those that are lexically-stored exceptions. Yet in the context of
knowing that the description of an inflection class system makes a big difference for calculations
of its complexity, analytic assumptions that place irregulars outside of the inflectional system are
pernicious because they preclude even asking important questions about how irregulars interact
with regulars and the consequences of this for the complexity of the system.
2.2. Paradigmatic layers and inflection classes
Similar observations can be made about paradigmatic layers of inflection. Linguistics has a deeprooted tradition of thinking of words as combinations of linearly (and perhaps hierarchically)
ordered morphemes. As noted at the beginning of the paper, there is a philosophical preference
for concatenative patterns that manifests in a privileged status for affixes both descriptively and
theoretically. Nonetheless, different layers of exponence can exhibit distinct structural
organization. For example, a subset of Russian nouns exhibit fixed stress on the ending and have
a stress retraction in the nominative plural, and also in accusative plural when syncretic with
nominative (GOVZD’ ‘nail’ and GUBA ‘lip’ in Table 1). This is one of several morphosyntactically
conditioned stress alternations in Russian nouns (see Zaliznjak (1967) for a description of stress
patterns; Brown et al. (1996) offers an overview in English). The alternations define a set of
structured stress classes that partly crosscut the suffix-based classes, and form an inheritance
hierarchy that is distinct from the one defined by inflectional suffixes (Brown et al. 1996).

10

NOM SG
ACC SG
GEN SG
DAT SG
LOC SG
INST SG
NOM PL
ACC PL
GEN PL
DAT PL
LOC PL
INST PL

GVOZD'

GUBA

OKNO

‘nail’

‘lip’

‘window’

gvozd′
gvozd′
gvozdjá
gvozdjú
gvozdé
gvozdjóm

gubá
gubú
gubý
gubé
gubé
gubój

oknó
oknó
okná
oknú
okné
oknóm

gvózdi
gvózdi
gvozdéj
gvozdjám
gvozdjáx
gvozdjámi

gúby
gúby
gúb
gubám
gubáx
gubámi

ókna
ókna
ókоn
óknаm
óknаx
óknаmi

Table 1: An example of morphosyntactically conditioned stress alternation in Russian nouns

The point here is that the stress and suffix patterns both are informative about and conditioned by
morphosyntactic values. For some classes, represented here by GUBA ‘lip’ and OKNO ‘window’,
stress placement is the only thing that distinguishes nominative/accusative plural from genitive
singular. In practice, however, virtually all analyses of Russian nominal inflection focus on
classes as defined by (regular) suffixal groups, even though inflectional stress exhibits its own,
independent organization into classes. And this choice is rooted, ultimately, in analytic
assumptions of the linguist that give a privileged status to affixes in the description of
inflectional systems.
Another argument comes from the fact that layers of exponence may offer a full picture
of the organization and complexity of a system only when considered jointly. Chiquihuitlán
Mazatec (Oto-Manguean, Mexico, iso 639-3: maq) verbs are marked for person and aspect by a
combination of tones, final vowel and stem formative (Jamieson 1982). The uncertainty
11

associated with predicting the tone, final vowel and stem formative for a paradigm cell in
isolation is high. Moreover, knowing the full paradigm for one of the layers of exponence (tone,
final vowel or stem formative) does little to help predict the pattern for other layers of the same
lexeme (Ackerman and Malouf (2013:448)). However, the uncertainty associated with predicting
the exponence of any given cell knowing one other cell in the paradigm is surprisingly low
because each word form carries some information about the possible tone, final vowel and stem
formative of other cells; there is strong implicative structure between individual cells, which
cross-cuts the three layers of inflectional exponence (see average conditional entropy in
Ackerman & Malouf (2013:443)). Similarly, Sims (2015: Chapter 5) shows that the distribution
of genitive plural defectiveness in Greek nouns is predictable from the relationship between
affixal patterns and inflectional stress. When these layers of inflection are taken together, the
picture that emerges is that the genitive plural in some classes is implicatively stranded in the
paradigm, causing defectiveness.
This kind of evidence undercuts any attempt to exclude non-affixal paradigmatic layers.
In the Greek example, the paradigmatic layers reveal aspects of inflectional organization that
cannot be discerned from affixal structure alone. The Mazatec example is similar with the
addition that including all of the layers of inflection actually leads to less complexity than would
be expected given each layer independently. The inclusion of stress information in Russian
nouns necessitates a second, distinctly structured inheritance hierarchy. Ultimately, paradigmatic
layers can reveal organizational properties of inflectional systems that are otherwise hidden.
Thus, as with irregularity, analytic assumptions that exclude non-affixal paradigmatic layers
from consideration preclude important questions about how elements in an inflectional system
interact to determine its overall complexity.
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2.3. Interim Summary
In summary, estimates of the complexity of inflectional systems depend on the representations of
the systems under investigation. While there has been a tendency to exclude irregular inflectional
patterns and non-affixal layers of exponence from these representations, doing so is not well
justified on empirical or theoretical grounds. Both irregulars and non-affixal layers have the
potential to reveal structural properties of the system that are otherwise obscured. The question
becomes whether a broader understanding of what belongs to ‘the system’ makes a difference for
calculations of its complexity, and how.
3. Inflection class complexity
Inflection classes are a layer of structure that mediates between form and meaning, without
bearing meaning directly (they are morphomic in Aronoff’s (1994) terms), and some languages
do not have inflection classes, showing that classes are not ‘needed’. These observations have led
to the idea that inflection classes create unnecessary complexity in morphological systems and
have raised the question of whether there are limits on that complexity.
As noted in the introduction, the focus of this question has shifted away from a notion of
complexity defined in terms of absolute number of inflection classes/exponents/cells and towards
one that is rooted in implicative paradigmatic structure. Stump and Finkel (2013) define the
complexity of an inflection class system as “…the extent to which the system inhibits motivated
inferences about a lexeme’s full paradigm of realized cells from subsets of its cells” (Stump and
Finkel (2013:55), emphasis ours). When defined in this way, the complexity of an inflection
class system may, but need not, be related to the absolute size of the system. Systems with a
large number of inflection classes and/or in which lexemes have a large number of paradigm
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cells can exhibit low complexity if there is strong implicative structure within the paradigm.
Likewise, small inflectional systems can be highly complex if inflected forms are not held
together by strong implicative relations (Sims 2015: Chapter 5). Stump and Finkel operationalize
their definition primarily in terms of set-theoretic principal part sets – a set of realized cells from
which a lexeme’s full inflection class membership can be determined. The concept of a principal
part set is, by its very nature, concerned with implicative paradigmatic structure, giving a way to
compare the complexity of different inflection class systems. Somewhat similarly, Ackerman et
al. (2009) use information-theoretic tools to ask how much surprisal is associated with the
inflected form realizing one paradigm cell, given the form associated with another cell, and
define the complexity of an inflection class system in terms of its average conditional entropy.
Ackerman and Malouf (2013) use the same information theoretic tools to compare the
complexity of a set of typologically diverse languages.
Stump & Finkel (2013) and Ackerman & Malouf (2013) both find that when complexity
is defined in terms of implicative structure, individual forms tend to be predictable on average. In
a survey of ten languages, Ackerman and Malouf calculate the average conditional entropy
associated with the realization of a set of morphosyntactic values given knowledge of one other
form of the same lexeme and show that it is uniformly relatively low, despite diversity in the size
of the languages’ inflectional systems.9 They focus on the idea that implicative structure allows
even large systems to exhibit low average conditional entropy and present their results as a

9

However, at least for the languages that we are most familiar with (Russian, Greek), they base their analyses on

grammatical descriptions that exclude irregularities and non-affixal layers of exponence. See Sims (2015: Chapter 5)
for a comparison between their analysis of Greek nouns and one based on a more robust representation of the
nominal system.
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typological tendency, the Low (Conditional) Entropy Conjecture: “…enumerative morphological
complexity is effectively unrestricted, as long as the average conditional entropy, a measure of
integrative complexity, is low” (2013:436). Stump and Finkel (2013:215) offer a similar
generalization in the form of the Depth-of-Inference Contrast: “… languages show a high degree
of uniformity in allowing a given form in a lexeme’s paradigm to be deduced from a low number
of dynamic principal parts (the average number being not much more than one)”.10 Thus, both
find evidence that even inflectional systems that vary widely in size tend to allow for wellmotivated inferences when it comes to the task of inferring one inflected form from another. The
idea that inflectional systems must maintain low complexity in this way is intuitive given that
speakers must learn inflection classes for them to persist. Also, speakers must be able to
generalize morphological patterns because not all inflected forms are attested even in large
corpora (Baayen 2001; Blevins et al. 2017), and the need to predict unknown forms remains
crucial throughout the lifespan (Bonami & Beniamine 2015).
At the same time, Stump and Finkel observe a difference in complexity between
predicting one inflected form and predicting class membership (i.e., all forms). In contrast with
the relatively uniform ease with which a single inflected form can be deduced, “Languages vary
widely in the number of dynamic principal parts they require to distinguish a given I[nflection]
C[lass]” (Stump and Finkel 2013:215). Similarly, Ackerman and Malouf find greater crosslinguistic differences in average declensional entropy (an unconditioned entropy measure of

10

In a dynamic principal parts analysis, the principal parts need not reflect the same morphosyntactic properties

from one inflection class to another. Stump and Finkel primarily differentiate this from a static principal parts
analysis, in which the set of principal parts is required to correspond to the same morphosyntactic properties for all
lexemes in a given syntactic category, and thus all inflection classes within that category.
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inflection class predictability) than in average conditional entropy (a conditional entropy
measure of inflected form predictability). This suggests that the complexity of an inflection class
system as a whole is not necessarily a direct product of the complexity of the individual
exponents. It is therefore important to investigate how the complexity of the system as a whole
relates to the complexity of the component elements of the system.
A few steps have been taken in this direction. Sims and Parker (2016) find that nine
investigated inflection class systems show roughly similar degrees of overall complexity, when
calculated over pairs of forms using conditional entropy, consistent with the Low (Conditional)
Entropy Conjecture. Crucially, however, they also show that implicative structure does very
different amounts of ‘work’ in the languages to produce this result. In some languages,
knowledge of one inflected form is crucial to predicting another. In other languages, inflected
forms are independently fairly predictable, and knowledge of another form does little or nothing
to improve that predictability. Thus, paradigmatic implication is not always an important
determinant of the complexity of inflectional systems.
Additionally, based on data from Icelandic and French, Stump and Finkel (2013) propose
the Marginal Detraction Hypothesis: “[m]arginal I[nflection] C[lasse]s tend to detract most
strongly from the IC predictability of other ICs” (225). Marginal classes here are defined as ones
with few lexemes. The Marginal Detraction Hypothesis thus asks whether the internal structure
of inflection class systems is homogeneous. The hypothesis is that the implicative structure of
low type frequency classes may differ from that the most frequent classes. (See also Sims and
Parker (2016) for a similar idea.) Related to this, Blevins et al. (2017) argue that the Zipfian
distribution of morphological patterns helps balance two opposing pressures: the importance of
predicting forms and the importance of discriminating forms. Frequently occurring patterns
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facilitate prediction. Suppletive patterns, which are likely to belong to low type frequency
classes, may detract from predictability but at the same time have benefits like being highly
discriminative. Both types of patterns contribute, in different ways, to ensuring the patterns in the
language are usable by speakers.
Together these studies explore the idea that competing pressures may lead different
components of inflectional systems to exhibit different properties. They also suggest that if there
is a strong cross-linguistic tendency for languages to exhibit low inflection class complexity, this
both results from and occurs despite structural aspects of inflectional systems. But so far there is
little understanding of how the elements of inflectional systems interact to determine inflection
class complexity, so further work is needed in this area, especially work comparing implicative
structuring within subcomponents of the lexicon.
4. Russian nouns
We now turn to the example of Russian nouns. Our approach to investigating Russian is to
divide inflectional exponence into its subcomponents and to investigate the effect of each on the
complexity of the inflection class system. We do this in two ways. First, starting with a baseline
description of the Russian nominal system that consists only of classes as defined by inflectional
suffixes, we add in further information about exponence – additional paradigmatic layers – and
look at the effect of this on the complexity of the inflection class system (§6). Second, to look
more directly at irregularity, we classify the individual exponents within each paradigmatic layer
as regular or irregular. We then investigate the extent to which this (ir)regularity contributes to
the complexity of the inflection class system (§7). This idea is conceptually close to the Marginal
Detraction Hypothesis, given the close connection between the irregularity and type frequency of
inflection classes. However, quantifying the regularity of inflection classes’ layers directly
17

allows us to take a closer look at whether layers are making distinct contributions to the
complexity of the system as a whole. But first, in this section we describe the data sets that we
work with.
Various proposals have been made regarding the number of Russian noun classes. The
four-class system of Corbett (1982), shown in Table 2, is a typical representation of the Russian
nominal system, but it is also coarse-grained. It may be an appropriate basis for some kinds of
linguistic investigation but questions of inflection class complexity benefit from a more granular
representation. We therefore consider a fuller set of suffixal patterns and three additional layers
of inflectional exponence. Here we are interested in how different aspects of inflectional
exponence affect the complexity of a system without making any claims about what granularity
is the ‘right’ or ‘best’ representation (cf. the earlier discussion of Sagot & Walther (2011)).
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NOM SG
ACC SG
GEN SG
LOC SG
DAT SG
INST SG

I

II

III

ZAKON

KARTA

‘law’

‘map’

KOST'
‘bone’

‘place’

zakon
zakon
zakona
zakone
zakonu
zakonom

karta
kartu
karty
karte
karte
kartoj

kost'
kost'
kosti
kosti
kosti
kost'ju

mesto
mesto
mesta
meste
mestu
mestom

11

IV
MESTO

zakony
karty
kosti
mesta
zakony
karty
kosti
mesta
GEN PL
zakonov
kart
kostej
mest
LOC PL
zakonax
kartax
kostjax
mestax
DAT PL
zakonam
kartam
kostjam
mestam
INST PL
zakonami
kartami
kostjami
mestami
Table 2: Illustration of the four-class system, based on inflectional suffixes

NOM PL
ACC PL

Suffixes constitute one layer of exponence. In addition to the four suffix sets illustrated in
Table 2, we consider ten other patterns of suffixes:
1. Indeclinable nouns, e.g., KINO ‘(movie) theater’;
2. Neuter nouns like VREMJA ‘time’. In the plural these behave like Class IV nouns. In
the singular they have an -a in nominative (like Class II) and accusative, -i in the

11

Here and throughout the paper we use scientific transliteration, rather than transcription. This is a convenience

that accommodates Russian speakers and makes it easier to check the examples in a dictionary (because the spelling
is maintained). However, the transliteration is sometimes misleading with regard to the phonological (or
morphological) shape of words. Although it is not clear in the transliteration of this example, the stem-final
consonant cluster in KOST’ is [sjtj] throughout the paradigm (e.g. nominative singular [kosjtj], genitive singular
[kosjtj-i], instrumental singular [kosjtj-ju]).
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genitive, locative and dative (like Class III nouns), and -om in the instrumental (like
Class I nouns);
3. Nouns that belong to Class I except that they have a null genitive plural, e.g., RAZ: raz
‘time.GENPL’;
4. Nouns that belong to Class I except that they have -a in the nominative plural, e.g.,
GOROD:

goroda ‘city.NOMPL’;

5. Nouns that belong to Class IV, except for -ov in the genitive plural, e.g., OBLAKO:
oblakov ‘cloud.GENPL’;
6. Nouns that belong to Class IV, but with nominative plural -i, e.g., JABLOKO: jabloki
‘apple.NOMPL’;
7. Nouns that belong to Class II except they have an overt genitive plural, e.g., RASPRJA:
rasprej ‘strife.GENPL’;
8. Nouns that belong to Class IV, but have a nominative plural -i and genitive plural -ov,
e.g., OČKO: očki ‘point.NOMPL’ and očkov ‘point.GENPL’;
9. Nouns that belong to Class I, but have a nominative plural -e and a null genitive
plural, e.g., KREST’JANIN: krest’jane ‘peasant.NOMPL’ and krest’jan ‘peasant.GENPL’;
10. Nouns that belong to Class I but have a nominative plural in -a and a null genitive
plural, e.g., TELЁNOK: teljata ‘calf.NOMPL’ and teljat ‘calf.GENPL’.12
A second layer of exponence consists of stem distributions. Here we define a stem as the
segmental material left when the suffix sets discussed above are removed from inflected forms
(as in, e.g., Aronoff (1994:31)). In total, 80.8% of lexemes have a consistent stem throughout the

12

Nouns like KREST’JANIN and TELЁNOK also exhibit changes in their stems. See discussion below.
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paradigm (data from Zaliznjak (1977)). In addition to this, we consider five types of stem change
that are morphologically patterned:
1. Vowel-zero alternation in the nominative singular (and accusative singular when
syncretic) but not elsewhere, e.g., DEN’: den’ ‘day.NOMSG’ ~ dnja ‘day.GENSG’;
2. Vowel-zero alternation in the genitive plural (and accusative plural when syncretic)
but not elsewhere, e.g., PIS’MO: pis’mo ‘letter.NOMSG’ ~ pisem ‘letter.GENPL’;
3. A stem extension -in in the singular, e.g., KREST’JANIN: krestjanin ‘peasant.NOMSG.’ ~
krestjane ‘peasant.NOMPL’;
4. A stem extension -en in all forms but the nominative and accusative singular, e.g.,
VREMJA: vremja

‘time.NOMSG’ ~ vremeni ‘time.GENSG’;

5. Extensions -ёnok in singular forms and -jat in plural forms, e.g., TELЁNOK: telёnok
‘calf.NOMSG’ ~ teljata ‘calf.NOMPL’.

NOM SG
ACC SG
GEN SG
LOC SG
DAT SG
INST SG
NOM SG
ACC SG
GEN SG
LOC SG
DAT SG
INST SG

MESTO

ČISLO

GUBA

BORODA

DOLJA

DUŠA

‘place’

‘number’

‘lip’

‘beard’

‘portion’

‘soul’

mésto
mésto
mésta
méstu
méste
méstom

čisló
čisló
čislá
čislú
čislé
čislóm

gubá
gubú
gubý
gubé
gubé
gubój

borodá
bórodu
borodý
borodé
borodé
borodój

dólja
dólju
dóli
dóle
dóle
dólej

dušá
dúšu
duší
dušé
dušé
dušój

mestá
mestá
mést
mestám
mestáx
mestámi

čísla
gúby
bórody
dóli
čísla
gúby
bórody
dóli
čísel
gúb
boród
doléj
číslam
gubám
borodám
doljám
číslax
gubáx
borodáx
doljáx
číslami
gubámi
borodámi
doljámi
Table 3: Illustration of stress classes

dúši
dúši
dúš
dúšam
dúšax
dúšami
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A third layer of exponence is stress. In total, 91.6% of nouns have consistent stem stress
throughout the paradigm, and an additional 6.1% have consistent stress on the inflectional suffix
throughout the paradigm (data from Zaliznjak (1977), reported in Brown et al. (1996)).13 The
remaining nouns have some type of stress shift. While they represent only a small percentage of
total types, they tend to be among the words with the highest token frequency. Stress alternations
fall into six patterns, shown in Table 3. With one exception, the shift is between the first syllable
of the stem and the inflectional ending:
1. Two patterns involving a shift according to number, e.g., MESTO ‘place’ and ČISLO
‘number’;
2. Fixed stress on the inflectional ending, but with stem-initial stress in nominative
plural (and accusative plural when syncretic), e.g., GUBA ‘lip’;
3. Fixed stress on the inflectional ending, but with stem-initial stress in both nominative
plural (and accusative plural when syncretic) and accusative singular, e.g., BORODA
‘beard’; and
4. Two patterns that combine a shift according to number with retraction in the
nominative plural (and accusative plural when syncretic) and accusative singular, e.g.,
DOLJA ‘portion’

13

and DUŠA ‘soul’.14

Russian nouns usually have zero exponence in either the nominative singular or genitive plural, depending on

class; see Table 2. When a form has no overt inflectional suffix in a given paradigm cell, lexemes that otherwise
would have stress on the suffix have stress on the last syllable of the stem instead (see BORODA in Table 3).
14 Due to the stress shift between singular and plural, the distribution of the retraction of stress onto the stem is
ambiguous. Nouns like DOLJA are consistent with stress shift in both nominative plural and accusative singular, but
since there is stem stress throughout the singular, the accusative singular is ambiguous. Conversely, nouns like DUŠA
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The fourth and final layer of exponence reflects patterns of defectiveness.15 In total,
97.7% of nouns have a form for each cell in the paradigm (data from Zaliznjak (1977)).
However, some lack forms for a subset of the paradigm. Most of these are singularia or pluralia
tantum nouns, e.g., ŠTANY ‘pants/trousers’ has no singular forms. Russian also has a wellknown pattern of genitive plural defectiveness that affects a few dozen nouns, e.g., MZDA
‘reward’ has no genitive plural, and a handful of (diminutive) nouns occur in only the nominative
and accusative singular, e.g., razok ‘time.DIM’.
Within each layer of exponence we do not include patterns that are represented in only
one lexeme, nor do we include alternate patterns of stress. However, many lexemes in our data
are nonetheless unique in their morphological exponence because they exhibit a unique

are also consistent with both stress shifts, but since there is stem stress throughout the plural, the nominative plural is
ambiguous. Except for ambiguous instances of this sort, accusative singular stress retraction never occurs unless
nominative plural stress retraction also does, so it seems safe to analyze DUŠA as having both stress retractions, with
the nominative plural one being opaque. The proper analysis of DOLJA is less clear. Stress retraction in the
accusative singular happens (unambiguously) only in nouns with the Class II suffix pattern. While DOLJA belongs to
this class, other nouns with the same stress pattern do not (e.g., ZUB ‘tooth’ (Class I), PLOŠČAD' ‘city square’ (Class
III)). An alternative possibility is therefore to analyze these nouns as having only the nominative (and accusative)
plural stress retraction, since it occurs in combination with a wider range of stem classes. We do not have a firm
opinion about which analysis is ultimately the right one, or even whether speakers themselves make only one or the
other analysis. But it also makes no difference in the present context. Since our analysis of implicative relations in
the following section is based on surface patterns, all six patterns in Table 3 are treated as distinct in the analysis.
15

Walther (2017) distinguishes between ‘deficient’ and ‘defective’ lexemes where the former are lexemes for which

a speaker could determine what forms would fill the cells but does not use those forms, and the latter are lexemes for
which there is uncertainty about which form would fill missing cells. We include both types of lexemes in our
category of defectiveness.
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combination of layers. For example, GOSPODIN ‘lord/sir’ has a stem extension in the singular like
KREST'JANIN

‘peasant’ but it has the same set of suffixes and stress pattern as GOROD ‘city’. It is

the only lexeme to exhibit this particular combination of patterns.
We also abstract away from properties that are not related to inflection class membership.
Some lexemes exhibit the same exponence but are not identical in other morphosyntacticallyrelevant traits like gender and animacy. For example, P’JANICA ‘drunkard’ and DEVUŠKA ‘girl’
have the same pattern of exponence but the former is masculine while the latter is feminine.
They are treated in our analyses as belonging to the same class since gender is not expressed
inflectionally in nouns. We also abstract away from predictable phonologically-conditioned
variation and predictable semantically-conditioned variation. For example, vowels reduce when
not stressed, but given information about stress, vowel quality is fully predictable and purely
phonological. Thus, we abstract away from vowel reduction in our class representations. Some
genitive plural forms have no overt exponent, e.g., kart ‘map.GENPL’ and others have an overt
suffix, e.g., zakon-ov ‘law-GENPL’ and učitel-ej ‘teacher-GENPL’. Whether a lexeme has a zero
genitive plural form or an overt ending is morpholexically conditioned and thus depends on its
inflection class, so we include this distribution in our description. However, which of the two
overt exponents will occur is fully predictable from the phonology of the stem: -ej occurs with
morphologically soft stems and -ov occurs elsewhere (Timberlake 2004:84–85).16 Thus, we
16

In Russian it is necessary to distinguish phonological softness (secondary palatalization) and morphological

softness. The phonological softness of consonants is relevant to phonological processes, e.g. conditioning of
unstressed vowel reduction. Morphological softness is relevant to allomorph selection in genitive plural. In Russian,
consonants that are pronounced with secondary palatalization are soft both phonologically and morphologically.
Most of the consonants that are pronounced without secondary palatalization are hard both phonologically and
morphologically. However, there are six consonants (traditionally called the ‘unpaired’ consonants) that fall outside
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represent -ov and -ej as a single exponent. Similarly, we do not include differences in accusative
marking that are predictable based on animacy (see Corbett and Fraser (1993:129–130) for
justification).17 Thus, our analysis reflects only information about exponence that is directly a
property of inflection class membership.
See Parker (2016) for a more complete description of the patterns and paradigmatic
layers of Russian nouns.
5. Quantifying complexity
We adopt a definition of complexity rooted in the predictability of individual forms, rather than
entire classes, because it reflects a type of unpredictability speakers must overcome to use an
inflectional system (Ackerman et al. 2009). When speakers need to express a combination of
lexeme and grammatical properties, the predictability of the corresponding individual form is
more relevant than the predictability of that lexeme’s class membership – its entire paradigm of
forms – for the simple reason that speakers only ever need to produce one inflected form at a
time. Moreover, as noted above, recent work suggests that individual form predictability is a

of this system in various ways. Three of them differ in softness depending on the level of structure. The consonant
/j/ is phonologically soft (it conditions unstressed vowel reduction in the same way as other soft consonants) but
morphologically hard (stem-finally it conditions genitive plural –ov, like other hard consonants). Conversely, the
consonants /ʃ/ and /ʒ/ are phonologically hard but morphologically soft (stem-finally they condition genitive plural –
ej, like other soft consonants). However, the behavior of these three phonemes is the same across all inflection
classes, so we still consider this to be predictable phonological conditioning.
17

The analysis/number of classes in this paper differs from that in Parker (2016) and Sims and Parker (2016). This

primarily reflects the fact that the earlier work did not abstract away from animacy-conditioned exponence in
accusative.
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relevant level of generalization for statements about the complexity of inflection class
organization cross-linguistically (Ackerman & Malouf 2013).
Our definition of inflection class complexity is repeated as (2).

(2)

Complexity of an inflection class system: the average extent to which the system inhibits
motivated inferences about the realized form of a lexeme, given one or more other
realized forms of the same lexeme.

We operationalize this definition using information-theoretic tools. We use conditional entropy
to estimate the complexity of the system and use the (non-conditioned) entropy of the system to
estimate the potential complexity of the system.18 The potential complexity of an inflection class
system is the amount of complexity it would exhibit if the exponents of the various paradigm
cells of a lexeme were logically independent of each other, since this would maximally inhibit
motivated inferences. A key question is the extent to which the actual complexity of an inflection
class system is lower than its potential complexity, since the difference between these reflects the
‘work’ done by inflectional structure to minimize the complexity of the system.
18

We recognize that these measures do not capture all aspects of a system’s complexity, especially because they are

limited to comparisons between individual cells (as opposed to larger subsets of the paradigm). See, for example,
Stump and Finkel (2013) and Bonami and Beniamine (2015) for investigations that consider complexity based on
predictiveness/predictability of multiple paradigm cells. Expanding the current work to take account of paradigm
structuring would be valuable. However, our focus here is on comparing across different descriptions of the Russian
nominal system, and the importance of the description for estimates of inflection class complexity. A simple
measure gives us the best perspective on this issue.
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Entropy represents the average surprisal associated with the outcome of a random
variable A. In the context of inflectional systems, A is a paradigm cell (or more accurately, a set
of morphosyntactic properties) and the possible outcomes are the different exponents that realize
that cell in each class. Thus, entropy represents the average surprisal associated with the
exponents of a given morphosyntactic property set.

(3)

Entropy
𝐻 (𝐴) = −

𝑝 𝑎 log ! 𝑝(𝑎)
!∈!

Conditional entropy H(A|B) represents the average surprisal associated with the outcome of a
random variable A, given knowledge of the outcome of another random variable B. In the
present context, A and B are paradigm cells in which A ≠ B. Implicitly conditioned on the
lexeme, the outcomes of A and B are two inflected forms of the same lexeme. Conditional
entropy thus represents the average surprisal associated with the exponent that realizes a given
morphosyntactic property set, knowing the exponence of another inflected form of the same
lexeme.

(4)

Conditional Entropy
𝐻 𝐴𝐵 = −

𝑝 𝑏, 𝑎 log !
!∈!,!∈!

𝑝 𝑏
𝑝 𝑏, 𝑎
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Averaging across the entropy values H(A) for all licensed morphosyntactic property sets
produces an estimate of the potential complexity of the system as a whole. This mean entropy
value represents the average uncertainty associated with predicting the exponent of a paradigm
cell knowing only the possible exponents that realize that cell in different classes. Exponents of
different morphosyntactic property sets are thus treated as independent of each other. By
comparison, averaging across the conditional entropy values H(A|B) of all licensed combinations
of morphosyntactic property sets A and B produces an estimate of the complexity of the
inflectional system as a whole, taking into account implicative relations holding between pairs of
cells. This represents the uncertainty associated with a given cell of a lexeme knowing the
exponence of one other cell of the same lexeme.
The conditional entropy H(A|B) will never be higher than the entropy H(A) and will be
lower whenever the exponent that realizes B is informative about the exponent that realizes A.
Knowing one form of a lexeme cannot increase the surprisal associated with another form, but it
can lower it. The extent to which knowing one cell reduces the uncertainty associated with
another cell (the difference between entropy and conditional entropy) represents how much
‘work’ is being done by the implicative structure of the system.
6. Granularity and system complexity
We now turn to the primary questions of this paper, starting with: To what extent does including
more paradigmatic layers into the system affect its complexity? Our approach is to develop
multiple parallel descriptions of Russian nominal inflectional structure based on the paradigmatic
layers. Each description is based on the same set of lexemes but the lexemes are distributed
across classes differently depending on which layers are included in the analysis. This allows us
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to investigate how paradigmatic layers interact, and specifically, how those interactions influence
the complexity of the system as a whole.
6.1. Granularity of inflection class information
We determined the number of distinct patterns that result from combinations of paradigmatic
layers. We took each morphological noun in an exhaustive grammatical dictionary of Russian,
Zaliznjak (1977), and created multiple parallel representations of the system by including
increasingly more paradigmatic layers. Each representation of the system includes the same
43,486 lexemes distributed among the number of distinct patterns/classes that arise based on the
layers considered. In general, as more layers are combined, more classes are needed to describe
Russian nominal inflection. In Table 4 we provide the number of classes that result when suffix
sets are considered independently and in combination with one, two or three additional
paradigmatic layers. Note that even the least granular representation here exhibits more classes
than the traditional four classes argued for in Corbett (1982) and used in other complexity studies
where Russian nouns were considered (e.g., Ackerman & Malouf 2013).

Number of
Suffixes
Stem changes
Stress
Defectiveness
classes
14
+
21
+
+
22
+
+
33
+
+
+
42
+
+
57
+
+
+
64
+
+
+
82
+
+
+
+
Table 4: Number of nominal inflection classes as a function of which paradigmatic layers are
included
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We will refer to the different parallel descriptions as ‘granularities’. In Figure 1 we show
the distribution of word types per inflection class in each of the granularities presented in Table
4. The distribution of lexemes across classes is roughly exponential in every granularity,
resulting in a more or less linear trend when displayed in log space (Figure 1). In other words,
there are many lexemes in a small number of classes and few lexemes in many classes. This is
not surprising; distributions of this sort are ubiquitous among frequency counts in natural
languages, including word frequencies (see Baayen (2001) for detailed discussion).

Figure 1: Word types per inflection class across different granularities
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6.2. Paradigmatic layers and inflection class complexity
To assess how the complexity of the system changes with granularity, we calculated the mean
entropy (= estimated potential complexity) and mean conditional entropy (= estimated actual
complexity) of each representation of the system presented in Table 4 above. In light of the type
frequency distribution of classes shown in Figure 1, we calculated mean conditional entropy both
with and without type frequency weighting. In the weighted condition, the probabilities of each
exponent were weighted by the type frequency of the exponent. This measure represents the
complexity of the system when both implicative structure and the uneven distribution of lexemes
across classes are taken into account.

Figure 2: Complexity measures across granularities of Russian nouns
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Figure 2 shows that as granularity increases, and more paradigmatic layers are included
in the system, the entropy and unweighted conditional entropy of the system tend to increase.
This is unsurprising from the perspective of information theory – as more elements are present in
the system, there will be greater surprisal associated with those elements on average. More
interestingly, the weighted conditional entropy values remain low regardless of inflection class
granularity; the weighted conditional entropy only increases 0.12 bits from a representation of
the system that includes only suffixes (14 classes) to one with all paradigmatic layers together
(82 classes). This means that the uncertainty associated with a large number of classes is
mitigated by a combination of the implicative structure of the system and the unequal
distribution of lexemes across classes. Implicative structure and the distribution of lexemes
across classes conspire to maintain low systemic complexity.
However, even a random distribution of exponents will tend to produce a system with
lower mean conditional entropy than mean entropy, because some of the exponents will be
accidentally informative about other exponents. Thus, we should ask whether the implicative
structure of the system minimizes the complexity of the inflection class system in each
granularity more than is expected by chance. Employing Monte Carlo simulation, we created 100
simulated data sets for each granularity. In each granularity the simulated data sets contained the
same exponents and the same number of classes as in the real granularity, but the exponents were
randomly distributed across the classes.19 The mean conditional entropy of the simulated data
sets represent the amount of complexity we expect in systems of this size based on a random
distribution of exponents. If the actual complexity falls outside of the simulated values, we can
19

Here we calculate the mean conditional entropy of the system without weighting classes by type frequency.

Weighting classes equally approximates a random distribution of lexemes across classes.
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conclude that the ‘work’ done by the implicative structure in that granularity is significant at a
level of p<0.01.

Figure 3: Conditional entropy of real and 100 Monte Carlo simulations of Russian nouns across
granularities; for the ‘simulated’ series, vertical bars indicate maximum and minimum values

As can be seen in Figure 3, in every granularity the actual mean conditional entropy of
the system is lower than that of all of the simulated data sets, and as the granularity of
inflectional information increases, the difference between the simulated mean conditional
entropy and the actual mean conditional entropy of the system increases. This suggests that the
implicative structure of the system does an increasing amount of work to minimize the
complexity of the system as granularity increases. This contrasts with the findings of Ackerman
and Malouf who suggest the “there is no need for such systems [as Russian] to rely on
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implicative organization” (2013:451). Remember that they focus on a limited number of classes
based on affixes alone. The importance of implicative organization (and uneven distribution of
lexemes) is apparent when a more granular representation of the system is used, suggesting that
Ackerman and Malouf’s claim about Russian is an artefact of their choice of representation.
At the same time, as an anonymous reviewer noted, if these authors are right about
systemic organization being an emergent property that reflects pressures related to the need to be
able to predict inflected forms, then more data should strengthen this core claim. And indeed, it
does. Our data are consistent with the claim that the predictability of individual inflected forms
given some knowledge of a lexeme is relatively high across languages, i.e., the Low
(Conditional) Entropy Conjecture, (Ackerman & Malouf 2013) and the Depth of Inference
Contrast (Stump & Finkel 2013). Given that the difference between the potential complexity and
actual complexity is greatest in the presence of all layers, we are inclined to interpret even the
highest mean conditional entropy values in Figure 2 as support for the idea that low relative
complexity is an emergent property of inflectional systems. By showing that the basic claim is
robust to assumptions about the structure of the data (in Russian), the present analysis
strengthens support for it.
In summary, our findings are consistent with the idea that the sum complexity of the
system is not simply determined by the complexity its parts. The interaction between the
paradigmatic layers leads to lower than expected complexity despite the fact that each layer adds
elements to the system. As more elements are included in the system we expect its complexity to
increase; however, the implicative structure among the paradigmatic layers (and the unequal
distribution of lexemes across classes) leads the system to maintain relatively low complexity
despite its size.
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7. Regularity and system complexity
We now turn to our final question about complexity and regularity: Do regular and irregular
classes contribute similarly to the overall complexity of the inflectional system?
7.1. Defining class (ir)regularity
To investigate how irregularity affects the complexity of the system, we took the most granular
representation (82 classes) and within each class classified the pattern found in each layer of
exponence as regular or irregular.20 We assume any effects of irregularity will be most evident in
the most granular representation of the system.
We base our definition of (ir)regularity on the type frequency of particular patterns within the
Russian nominal system.21 For instance, since the large majority of Russian nouns (80.8%) do

20

We originally classified irregularity within each layer on an ordered non-binary scale; however, due to how few

types occur at some points of the scale, we were forced to adopt a binary classification to avoid data sparsity.
21

An anonymous reviewer asked what justifies only consistent stems or fixed stress being counted as regular, noting

that stem alternations or variable stress can be considered regular if either is the most frequent pattern in a language
or class. We agree that stem alternations or variable stress can be regular in a language (see discussion in Sagot and
Walther (2011:5–7) for examples); however, neither are regular in Russian nouns, which is evident given the large
percent of nouns that exhibit fixed stress and do not have stem alternations. One might also argue that, for example,
stem and/or stress alternation should be considered regular because they are the most frequent pattern within a
particular affixal class. This is true of some Russian nouns, e.g., all nouns with the affixal pattern exemplified by
VREMJA ‘time’ (see §4 above) have both stem extensions and stress alternations. However, defining regularity in
this way relies on a privileged status for affixal exponence – a position we reject (see discussion in §1). Furthermore,
our notion of granularity is based on the idea that affixal and non-affixal exponence co-determine the number of
inflection classes. When both affixal and non-affixal exponence determine classes, all lexemes of a single class
exhibit the exact same patterns, making any attempt at class-specific determinations of regularity meaningless.
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not exhibit stem alternation, we define non-alternation (i.e. a consistent stem throughout the
paradigm) as regular. Likewise, since the large majority of Russian nouns (97.7%) do not exhibit
stress alternations, we define fixed stress as regular. For each of the layers, the following were
classified as regular (with all other patterns being classified as irregular):
•

Suffixes: the four suffix sets in Table 2.

•

Stem: A consistent stem throughout the paradigm.

•

Stress: Fixed stress throughout the paradigm, whether on the stem or ending.

•

Defectiveness: A form in each cell of the paradigm, i.e., no defectiveness.

When classified in this way, the majority of Russian nouns exhibit no irregularity (33,144
lexemes in 8 classes); many exhibit some type of irregularity in one layer (9,709 lexemes in 43
classes); some exhibit irregularity in two layers (607 lexemes in 25 classes); and a few exhibit
irregularity in three layers (26 lexemes in 6 classes). No lexemes exhibit irregularity in all four
layers, at least partly because irregularity in one layer can limit the possibility of irregularity in
another, e.g., defectiveness in the singular or plural makes stress shift between numbers
impossible. Thus, the majority of lexemes are fully regular, but the majority of classes have
irregularity in some subset of their layers. Importantly in the present context, this frames the
question of inflection class complexity as one having to do, in part, with the extent to which the
large number of classes that exhibit some degree of irregularity detract from the predictability of
the small number of high type frequency classes that exhibit no irregularity. Do the many lower
type frequency irregular classes contribute disproportionately to the complexity of the whole
inflection class system in Russian?
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7.2. Regularity and system complexity
We calculated the complexity of the system (mean conditional entropy) and compared it to the
complexity of the system with a single class removed from the data, iterating this process over
all classes. The difference between these two measures (entropy difference) represents the
unique contribution of the removed class to the complexity of the system. We then performed
multiple linear regression with the irregularity of each layer of the removed class as independent
variables and entropy difference as the dependent variable.22 If irregular patterns
disproportionately increase the complexity of the system, we expect a positive correlation
between the change in complexity of the system (entropy difference) and irregularity.

22

We found no significant interactions between layers. We also ran the same model with class type frequency as an

additional independent variable; class type frequency was not significant in the model.
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Figure 4: Effect of the irregularity of each layer on system complexity (entropy difference); the
vertical bars show 95% confidence intervals

Figure 4 shows that not every paradigmatic layer contributes equally to the complexity of
the system as a whole. With all four independent variables included the model is significant (F
(4,77) = 4.386, p = 0.003, Adjusted R2 = 0.14). Among the independent variables, the irregularity
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associated with defectiveness and stress exhibit significant positive correlations with the change
in complexity of the system (p = 0.01 and p < 0.001, respectively) whereas the irregularity of
suffixes and stems do not (p >.05). Figure 4 shows the effect size of each independent variable
when others are kept constant. Irregular patterns of defectiveness and irregular patterns of stress
thus increase the complexity of the system, but irregular patterns of suffixes and stems do not.
Irregularity does not inherently make the system more complex; only some types of irregularity
do.
8. Discussion and conclusions
This study highlights the need for caution in interpreting results from data whose representations
include only affixal and regular inflectional patterns, since they may misrepresent the complexity
of inflectional systems and/or obscure important aspects of inflectional structure. For example,
the four most granular representations of Russian nouns in our study (42, 57, 64 and 82 classes)
have an unweighted average conditional entropy that exceeds the largest unweighted average
conditional entropy value among the ten languages investigated by Ackerman and Malouf
(2013),23 even though the conditional entropy of a four-class system of Russian falls in the
middle of the range for languages they investigate. The mean conditional entropy of our most
granular representation (82 classes) is twice as high as the value for the four-class Russian
system in Ackerman and Malouf’s paper. This raises questions about the extent to which
typologically low systemic complexity is a reflection of assumptions adopted when creating
representations of those systems.

23

Amele, with a conditional entropy of 1.105 bits; Ackerman & Malouf (2013:443, Table 3).
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At the same time, it is equally important to point out that for every representation of the
Russian nominal inflectional system that we investigated – i.e. every granularity – the estimated
complexity of the Russian noun class system was substantially lower than the potential
complexity of the system, as shown in Figure 2 in §6.2. The estimated complexity of the system
was also significantly lower than would be expected by chance (Figure 3 in §6.2). This indicates
that a significant amount of ‘work’ is done by implicative structure, regardless of the particular
representation that is assumed. The latter result contradicts Ackerman and Malouf’s (2013: 451)
speculation that Russian has no need to rely on implicative organization. However, arguably the
more important conclusion is that in the end, our results are consistent with their Low
(Conditional) Entropy Conjecture, if it is interpreted as a claim that inflection class systems selforganize to minimize the amount of complexity embodied in the system (rather than as a claim
about a particular maximum possible conditional entropy value). No matter what particular
representation we assume, Russian nouns show a pattern that is consistent with low systemic
complexity, suggesting that a typological tendency towards low systemic complexity may extend
beyond affixal and highly regular patterns.
While the Low (Conditional) Entropy Conjecture focuses on a global measure of the
complexity of inflection class systems, an equally interesting question has to do with how the
component parts of the system shape this global complexity. From this perspective, an important
result in this paper is that the estimated actual complexity of the system changes very little,
despite the fact that the potential complexity of the system tends to increase as information about
inflectional exponence (paradigmatic layers) is added (Figure 2 in §6.2). This means that the
importance of implicative structure to the organization of the Russian nominal system emerges
most clearly when irregular and non-affixal patterns are considered. The data presented here thus
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suggest that inflection class systems self-organize to minimize the potentially disruptive effects
of irregularity and to maintain low complexity overall. This is an important aspect of the
organization of the nominal system that would be hidden in a more coarse-grained
representation.
In a similar vein, we also showed that irregularity in some paradigmatic layers (stress,
defectiveness) increases the complexity of the system, but in others it does not (Figure 4 in §7.2).
This suggests that the system as a whole is not simply a function of the complexity of its parts. It
is instead a product of the way the parts are distributed – i.e., how the component elements are
related. This should hardly be a surprise, but the data in this paper highlight that these sorts of
local relations, and how they lead to complexity in an inflection class system (or don’t!), are at
least as important to focus on as the complexity of the system overall. To the extent that
languages universally or predominantly exhibit low systemic complexity, the question becomes
why. At a broad level, the answer likely has to do with learnability (Ackerman et al. 2009), but to
get beyond general formulations of this idea, it will be necessary to dive into the learnability of
specific inflection class configurations, and to carefully examine local relations among the
component parts of individual inflection class systems.24 In this paper we have contributed
towards this goal.
Finally, we consider our results in the more general context of linguistic complexity.
Studies on the overall complexity of languages suggest that there may not be any typological
limits on linguistic complexity (see Miestamo (2008) for discussion of global vs. local
complexity). Trudgill (2011) argues that small communities with dense social networks and little
linguistic contact with other communities promote the development and preservation of
24

See Parker et al. (in preparation) for computational modeling of inflection class learning that moves in this
direction.
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complexity. Similarly, McWhorter (2007) suggests that diminished linguistic complexity in a
language is often the result of an influx of large groups of adults that learn the language. These
studies undermine the intuitive idea that complexity in one area of a language leads to
diminished complexity elsewhere in the language (see Hockett (1958:180–181) for an early
vocalization of this idea) and challenge any type of typological limit on linguistic complexity.
The search for typological similarities in linguistic complexity is elusive enough to have been
called a ‘wild goose chase’ (Deutscher 2009). It is thus somewhat surprising that inflection class
systems, as particular local domains of complexity, seem to exhibit systemically low complexity.
We think that investigation of interactions between elements in the system is a promising avenue
for understanding and testing this issue. Whether similar patterns to what we find in Russian
exist in other languages is an empirical question that we feel merits further investigation.
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